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I'm traveling again through seasons landscapes and
time
I'll kiss you in the afternoon
I'm busy thinking I'm on my way now

I needed something to show me what it's like being me
I needed yet another sign to know what's right

Now we can hide away, find a new, side of life, so
count me in

Back and forth thoughts running through
Just like a dream and became reality

Can't help but thinking what if and where we would be
today
But I figured it could not have turned out any other way
than this

It's snowing again the ground is white sky is grey
I'm kissing you this afternoon, 
Lay your hands in mine, your hands in mine

I needed something to show me what it's like being me
I needed yet another sign to know what's right

Now we can hide away, find a new, side of life, count
me in

For a reason as simple as can be when two people
meet
You know you block my mind you know you take my
time I realize my desire

My desire now I realize
My desire now I realize

Can't help but thinking what if and where we would be
today
But I figured it could not have turned out any other way
than this
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Side by side, hand in hand, honestly, heavens here
For a reason as simple as can be, 

Side by side, hand in hand, honestly, heavens here
For a reason as simple as can be, when two meet
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